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Ohio workers’ compensation attorneys who practice litigation have likely stipulated to dismiss an
Employer Notice of Appeal case and later re-filed, perhaps even several times on the same case.1 A
careful review of the Ohio “savings statute”2 and case law interpreting the statute shows that this can be
risky for the injured worker at times. Under the “savings statute”, a plaintiff may re-file an action one
year from the date a dismissal occurs otherwise than upon the merits.3 Additionally, the Civil Rules allow
a plaintiff to dismiss all claims asserted by the plaintiff against a defendant by filing a stipulation of
dismissal signed by all parties who have appeared in the action.4
Ohio workers’ compensation attorneys should use caution when dismissing a case with the intent to
refile where there has been a Stipulated Dismissal or a Court Ordered Dismissal without prejudice. For
example, in a case where the injured worker could file a Notice of Dismissal and re-file, a third complaint
cannot be re-filed if the first dismissal was stipulated and the second was a Notice of Dismissal.
Moreover, a third complaint cannot be filed if the court issues the second dismissal in a re-filed case –
even if the dismissal is without prejudice for a reason other than on the merits.
In Ohio, plaintiffs can use the “savings statute” only once, even if one of the dismissals was stipulated.5
In Boggs v. Baum,6 the parties to a legal malpractice case stipulated to dismiss the first complaint and refile.7 The Plaintiff timely refiled a complaint but ultimately filed a Notice of Dismissal without Prejudice.8
The Tenth District Court of Appeals upheld the trial court’s decision to dismiss the third complaint
because the first stipulation did not act to toll the statute of limitations.9 The court agreed that the
parties could have tolled the statute and refiled if the order of the dismissals had been reversed.10
However, reversing the order does not buy the plaintiff back its original chance to dismiss and re-file
using the Savings Statute. The court reasoned that to rule otherwise would mean a plaintiff could use
the savings statute to keep a cause of action alive well beyond the statute of limitations, directly
contradicting the purpose of the savings statute as “neither a tolling provision nor a statute of
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limitations unto itself.”11 The court also indicated that if the Stipulated Dismissal would not have
included the intent to refile language, the defendants could have been equitably estopped from
invoking the statute of limitations if that Dismissal had been the second one filed.12
Much like a stipulated dismissal, a court order dismissing a case other than on the merits and without
prejudice, acts as a dismissal by the plaintiff under the savings statute analysis. The Twelfth District
Court of Appeals of Ohio held in Johnson v. Jefferson13 that two dismissals by the Court for reasons not
on the merits bar a third re-filed complaint, even if the dismissal orders state they are without
prejudice.14 In Johnson, the injured worker appealed to court on an additional allowance and the case
was transferred to a different county after filing.15 Shortly thereafter, the court dismissed the case
without prejudice.16 Less than one year later the case was timely re-filed under the savings statute.17 The
trial court threatened dismissal with prejudice unless an IME was performed within the following 45
days.18 The IME was not performed and the trial court dismissed the case without prejudice.19 A third
complaint was filed less than a year following the dismissal.20 The defendant filed a motion for summary
judgment. 21The trial court granted the motion and dismissed the case.22 The Court of Appeals upheld
the trial court’s decision because the first two dismissal orders without prejudice, although involuntary,
allowed the Plaintiff to use the savings statute twice by re-filing a third complaint which is barred by the
language of the statute and case law interpreting the rule.23 Here, had the parties agreed to a dismissal
and re-filing, a third re-filed complaint would have been proper.
A plaintiff is not ultimately entitled to a Notice of Dismissal and re-file, even if the plaintiff has never
filed one in the case. Proceed with caution anytime you dismiss a post-Senate Bill 7 Employer Appeal.
When stipulating to dismiss a case, use language that indicates the parties agree to re-file the case.24 If
you stipulate to dismiss once, all future dismissals should be stipulated or you will be barred by the
statute of limitations when re-filing. Check your file to make sure no court dismissal was filed before you
dismiss the case with the expectation of refiling. Prevent court dismissal at all costs as it will most
certainly count as a strike against the Plaintiff and not the Employer, regardless of who filed the appeal
to court.
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